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AN EXEGESIS OF PSALM 23

A psalm of David

There is no reason to doubt the inscription ascribing

the Psalm to David. The contents are very general in nature, but

correspond well with David’s life as shepherd lad and king: the

first strophes reflect his early years with the flocks, verse 5

may have been suggested by his entertainment at the house of Barzil-

lai (2 Sam 17:27-29), even the reference to the "house of Yahweh in

verse 6 need not presuppose the existence of the temple, as will

be seen in the exegesis of the passage. The weight of tradition

and the general character of the Psalm inclines us to accept with

little question the Davidic authorship.

It is impossible to determine the occasion of the

writing. The idyllic descriptions of shepherd life lead some to

place it early in David's life; but it seems rather to reflect the

serenity of a rich experience of God'- -rovid-nc-, not the immature

hopes of a shepherd boy.

Verse i. Yahweh (is) my shepherd,

I shall not want.

This is the fundamental theme of the Psalm, expanded

in the following verses (2-5), and restated in the conclusion in

more general terms.
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ra?r This npmc, the sacred tetragrammaton, is the title of the
T

God of the Covenant, and as such is fittingly used here, for it

is the covenant with Israel that is the general foundation of

David’s assurance of God’s shepherding care, just as the more di-

rect foundation of this assurance lies in his own personal experi-

ence of the Father’s shepherd-faithfulness.

'>V|^ pte. used as substantive, with suffix; fr . ’’pasture, tend’,

hence ’’shepherd, herdsman’’, and thence, ’’ruler”. The emphasis

here is on the primary meaning, the tender care of the sheoherd.

The figure of the shepherd is the most appealing of all those

applied to God in the Old Testament. "The other names (Lord, King,

Creator)," says Luther, ’’sound somewhat too gloriously and majestic-

ally, and bring, as it were, an awe and fear with them This,

however, is not the case with the sweet word ’shepherd’. It brings

to the godly... a confidence, a consolation or security, like the

word 'father'".
'

Jacob *nd D»vid, who both us. this figure, <’r-» it from the

personal experiences of their youth (see Gen 48:15, "the God who

shepherded me"; Ps. 80:1, "Give ear, 0 Shepherd of Israel") After

them it is also applied to earthly rulers, particularly David, (2 Sam

5:2; 7;7), and to the Messiah (udicah 5:4; of. Isa. 40:11, he shall

feed his flock like a shepherd: he shall gather the lambs with his

arm, and carry them in his bosom, and shall gently lead those that

are with young.") Hence it was natural that in the New Testament

Christ should appropriate the title for himsell , (Jn 10:1-16).
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^ X1. ^ i s from ,
lack'’ be in want; be lacking; di-

Stuishf Eeri used absolutely in the first sense. The tense

describes not only the present experience, but confidence

for all time (
the present of habitual exoerienoe—Briggs ;

.

The high confidence of the Psalmist follows natural-

ly from the conception of God as shepherd. As such He will make

all needful provision for his sheep, whether the need be temporal

or spiritual.

It chills the warm, lyric note of personal trust in

the Psalm to personify the speaker as Israel, but the wider appli-

cation cannot be denied in the face of the frequent use of this

figure to describe God’s care over his chosen people (e.g. Ez 34).

Both the individual and national references are true here, but it

is the note of personal repose and confidence that dominates the

thought of the poem.

Verse 2: In pastures of tender grass he makes me lie down;

Xo waters of rest he guides me.

The Psalmist now expands the figure of the shepherd

in a series of oeautiful pictures: tue meadow, th. brook, the

trail, the deep ravine-at all times, in all places the shepherd

tenderly cares for his own.

"In pastures of tender grass he make s me lie down”. The picture

is of rest and repose, and satisfaction of all physical wants.

The reference is to th* custom of leading the flocks to repose

at noon.

JUjn cstr .
pi. of TlS) ,

which is usually "dwelling” or "habitation",

but here the secondary sense of "pasture", not sheep-cote ,
is

properly used as the place where the flock lies down for rest in

the green grass.
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Slill refers to the first shoots of vegetation, the "tender grass",

not the grass ripe for the mowing, which is called ‘’V STJ •

*W'3lV hiph irapf 3 m. c. sf. of m* "stretch oneself out", "lie
stretched out". Sometimes used of "did beasts in their lairs,
but more frequently of domestic animals in repose; always the
latter in the hiph. save for one reference to the laying of
stones

.

Not only does the shepherd bring them to rich

pasture; he makes them lie down that they may enjoy the repast

in comfort.

"To waters of rest he leads me."

"unto", not "along gide of", "by".

jornn cstr. subst. from "rest, repose". The primary meaning
: of the substantive is "resting-place", thence "rest", "quietness".

This is the plural of amplification (Kautzsch 124. e). The con-
struct is attributive (ibid 128.p).

The context, with its note of peaceful repose, sug-

gests the use of the secondary meaning, "quietness" as applied

either to the waters (i.e. a picture of a quiet stream in grassy

meadows), or to those who derive rest and quiet from the waters.

But lexical and historical study would lead one to translate it

"waters of the resting-place", in which case the picture would be

that of a well, or watering-place, an oasis in the desert regions

of lower Judaea.

A blending of the imaur^s seems best--"quiet waters in

a meadowy resting-place". The usual watering-places of the flocks

are wells or fountains (Gn 29:10-11; Ex. 2:16-21), but the suggestion

of new grass in the meadow suggests the spring time of the year

and the shepherd may water his flock

in the running brooks. In the fresh green grass, by the gentle
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waters, the flock: is refreshed ("ad aquam refeetionis"--Vulgate)

.

pi. imof. 3 ms sf from "lead to a watering olaoe and

cause to rest there";"lead or bring to a station ;
lead , kuide ,

"give rest to"; "refresh .

This word, which is specially applied to God’s guidance

of his people (Ex 15:13; Ps 31:3 etc), suggests "gentle guidance",

and is used in the primary sense of a shepherd’s leading his flock

to water, just as ^^7) ,
above, is used of making them to rest.

The Eastern shepherd leads his flock; he does not drive the sheep.

Verse 3: He restores my soul.

He leads me in righx paths

For his name's sake.

"He restores my soul "

Three alternatives are found for the interpretation

of this passage: (l) He brings me back (to the right path).

(2) He converts my soul.

(3) He restores my soul.

The first alternative makes the phrase parallel to the following

clause; the other two link it back to the preceding verse.

Vie prefer to take the phrase as completing the first

strophe of the Psalm, rejecting the English verse division and the

first alternative after a study of the usage of aAUiwith •

lii'Dl is always the inner man, the soul, never used loosely as

equivalent to "person", with (Lam. 1:11, 19; cf. I K 1

7

: 21f;

Ps 19:8; Pr. 25:13; Ru 4:15). Further, in this combination >\Ul

is always used figuratively as "refresh, restore", never in the

primary sense of "turn back". Th^PoU. is rarely usld'as "bring\\

or turn back", never with iL ?
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Of the two remaining alternatives, we bake in

V' ;
the sense "restore”, rather than in the narrow sense, ^convert ,

which is harsh in this context following the lyric description of

the shepherd *nd his sheep, whereas "restore" fits naturally into

the picture of the weary flock finding rest and reoose and refresh-

ment in grassy meadows. Even in the parallel passage in Ps 19:7,

where the hiph. of is used with UB1 apart from the supporting

context as here, we find the R.V. and most recent commentators cor-

recting "converting the soul" (as in Vulg. LXX. and A.V.) to

"restoring the soul".

is here, as usually, the seat of the appetites and

desires

.

po'l. impf ^ »» of . In the qal ,
"turn back", return", "return

“ •• unto". In the oo'l, "bring back"; "restore" , "refresh" ,
"repair

j ^

"lead away"; "apostatize". Here used in the broadest sense, restore .

"He leedeth me in ^righ^ paths , for his name ' s sake ”

MTlV hiph. impf 3ms sf of VWl, always "to lead, ?uide", with perhaps

• - *•“ an added note of treating kindly the helpless (Job 31:18), and

guiding in paths of blessing (Ps SI, 4, 61:3, 73:24). Translation

differences in tense here and throughout the Psalm are of little

import, for the time is that of habitual experience, and includes

past, present and future (see note on v. 1).

literally, "in paths of righteousness", but we have taken

the translation "right paths" as suggesting the primary meaning of

"straight", without sacrificing the moral and religious refer-

ence~whieh^the word has as "righteousness" invariably throughout the

Scriptures. "Right paths" carries the figure of tne guiding shepherd

better than "paths of righteousness", and at the same time does not

exclude the higher ethical abdication which is admittedly to be in-

ferred here. What "right paths" are for the sheep, "paths of right-

—

eousness" are for men.
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from the root, "be rounded, roll". The substantive

means (1) circumvention, (2) track (made by rolling wheels).

The second meaning, which is by far the more common, is employed

here, though the Psalmist with characteristically free use of

metaphors changes what is properly a "wagon-track" into a sheen-

path", and thence in the broadest sense to a "way of life".

tp<? "straightness ", rightness", "righteousness", (s-e above).

Snul 1^ "for his name's sake". The Reformers gl Tied in this phrase

v'ith its implicit teaching on divine grace and election. "Mot a

thing does he (David) impute to his own worthiness," says Calvin.

"That he selects us for his sheep and employs the office of shep-

herd upon us is altogether a free benefit." Cod's providence is

primarily for His glory, not for man's benefit, tluj is the divine

name or honor, even essence.—
^^ (j*

‘

Verse 4s Yea, when I walk through the valley of dark gloom,

I do not fear evil, for Thou art with me,

^ Thy rod and thy staff, they comfort me.

The metaphor of the shepherd and the sheep is con-

tinued. Even more danger,ous than straying from the right path

is the passage through the gloomy w@ of the hill-country, with

dangers from wild-beasts and robbers on every side.

better rendered "when" th»n "though". David speaks of real,

not imaginary exoerience.

qal . impf 1 s.Yl^, "walk", "go about".

cstr . l, "valley". "The hill country of Judah is broken up

by narrow and precipitous ranines ,
or wadys ,

difficult to descend

ana ascend, dark, gloomy and abounding in caves, the abode of wild

beasts and robbers (v. I S 24).” Briggs.
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Here again we are faced with alternative translations: ’’dark

•: T :
—

ravine " stressing the metaphor of the shepherd and the flock; the

other, "valley of death" emphasizing the subjective application to

the poet. The reading depends on the me^Jiing given JO nVS' >

whether it be taken as "deep darkness", or "shadow of death".

The text as it stands must be read "shadow of death"

from h'and an ft; but most modern commentators consider this a

rabbinical conceit, for compound nouns are rare in Hebrew aoart

from proper names. Hence the prefer to point the word 7) S’

"darkness, deep darkness" (as in Job 3:5; 12:22; Am 5:8 etc.). It

is used here figuratively of extreme danger (cf. Je. 2:6; Ps 44:20)

cWrO q&l impf 1 s of (iH 1
, "fear". "I dare fear no evil"~Hengst

.

T ** T

David’s emphasis is not on his own feeling, which might be boastful

overconfidence then—his life is not one of unbroken serenity—but

rather on God’s faithfulness, which is the basis of the Psalmist’s

trust.

This is properly "evil", but here is used more in the sense of

T

"fatal misfortune", "calamity".

Tj'CsZiUi. *C33.W is th« shepherd’s club, probably the knobbed branch of

oak, a weapon of defense by which the shepherd may smite and ward

off the enemies of the flock (cf. As. "sabatu", smite, slay).

is the supporting staff (from "lean" , "support

oneself") upon which the shepherd le^ns, and which he may use to

help and guide the flock. It is incorrect to equate rod and staff

(as Kirkpatrick). The rod hangs at the belt ready for emergency; the

an

staff is used in walking.
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T\Y\T\ resumes the subject with emphasis. The use of the plural

supports the distinction between rod and staff.

"jxvnr Pi. impf 3 pi sf of in the niph. "be sorry", "have com-
’ \ V : “ : passion", in the pi. "comfort", "console".

Verse 5; Thou dost arrange a table before me
'

. In the sight of my enemies.
Thou dost anoint ray head with oil.

My cup runneth over.

The providence of God is now described more positively,

not as rest for the weary, refreshment lor the faint, and protect-

ion from evil (as above), but as an abundant richness of blessing.

This requires a shifting of the metaphor, for to have described

these blessings as fodder and water for the sheep would have been

too prosaic. So the poet pictures a rich feast prepared for him by

God, who is now his Host, and hence, according to the rules of

Oriental hospitality, his Protector.

"1 JN qal. impf 2 m s of The primary meaning is "arrange in
” order", hence "draw up" the line of battle, or, as here, "set"

a table.

'jTl V U properly a mat or piece of leather spread on the ground, from

Tl^U), "strip off hide".

'V)'$ qal. act ptc as substantive, from , "show hostility toward".

His enemies are about him but are powerless, for God is his Host and

strong Protector.

"Thou dost anoint my head with oil"

The anointing with ail is the usual sign of welcome

and honor at an Oriental feast. Some commentators, straining the

figure of the shepherd, have interpreted this as the anointing of

the sheep to heal their bruises and rid of vermin; but the inter-

pretation is forced, «nd it quite overtaxes the metaohor so to in-

(iuM~ Cjr-u U) &
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^ UTH ;i. of 2 m s of TU*!, "to ra«ke fat”, "make greasy", hence
T •

”
’ "anoi rvh w pq cicrn n f' w^'l a + a A i S'C - a. i i _"anoint” as sign of welcome at feast. A different word is

used for the regal anointing ( TWli H ) • The future is followed
here by the customary return to the*' perfect ground-form, which
has, however, the signification of a present (Delitzsch).

The word "cup" is used by metonymy for the contents of the cup.

phrase reads literally, "my cup (is) saturation". This bold use

of the substantive as predicate is illustrated by other examples

in Kautzsch 452. c.d. If the cup is saturated, it is "full", "run-

ning over", or less happily as Briggs, following the LXX and the

Vulgate, renders it, "exhilarating" , "inebriating"

.

Verse 6: Surely goodness and loving-kindness shall oursue me

frod rises to heights of joyful expectation and faith in the con-

tinued providence pf his Shepherd and Host. "Memory melts into

hope, and that brighter than the forecast which closed the first

part," observes Maclaren. He not only fears no evil; he expects

nothing but blessings.

The original affirmative sense, "surely", and the restrictive

sense, "only", are equally consonant with the context. We may,

perhaps use both, "Surely, nothing but goodness and loving-kindness

shall pursue me "

^ UA usually olive oil.

"my cup runneth over"

bn is a cup, properly a wine cup; sometimes a cun of judgment

(i.e. the cup offered to mourners), but here a cup of blessing.

A,yi "saturation", Iroin ?\YY nbe saturated, drink one'b fill". TheT ' T

All the days of my life;
And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh
Unto length of days.

In this final verse the trust of the Psalmist in his
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not so much "prosperity” as referred to the Psalmist, but

"goodness" as referred to the Lord. This is indicated by its use

perity" comes as a result of 'rod* s "goodness".

extent (Dt 7:9), good (Ps 69:17), and particularly as here, ever-

lasting (Jer 33:11). What is to the New Testament, i- 3

to the Old Testament. The entire Psalm is but a figurative expo-

sition of the loving-kindness of God.

qal. impf 3 pi sf, of /TP .

"pursue", "chase", "persecute".
It is usually used as indicating a hostile purpose, but here
it is employed in a good sense.

This is a striking picture of God's goodness and

loving-kindness as two pursuing angels guarding, keeping, and

blessing the man of God. Cf. Francis Thompson's "Hound of Heaven".

"And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh unto length of days."

dwelling (shall be).."
(b) contraction of ^ , "and I shall

dwe 11..."
" T;

(2) From oregnant, qal. pf waw consec.,
"and I shall return (to dwell)..."

As the text stands, the second alternative is the

with the following £1 , and the idea of return is foreign to the

with 1 and the action implied in rp-l . However, man's "pros-

i bi\ The loving-kindness of God is abundant (cf. Neh 9:17), great in

1 It is difficult to determine the verb from which this form is
f

derived. The alternatives are these:

(l) From
(a) infinitive construct with suffix, "my

more likely, and is supported by Delitzsch. But is difficult

context

.
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yfe prefer to understand this as a form of >

but do not presume to decide between la and lb (above). Kirk-

patrick, Hengstenberg, and Driver (cited by Briggs) favor the

infinitive form, but admit the difficulty of the pathafc (the

form should be '70Lbn). Kautzsch and Hitzig prefer to hend

the text to The LXX (ti KdTOlKuV ) favors the
• l — T *.

former* ana Jerome's Latin version the latter. Briggs safely

presents both possibilities without judgment. The sense is the

same in both.

miv There are two alternatives to the interpretation of this
t • * :

phrase also* (l) literal— "the sanctuary”, "house of God”.

(2) figurative— "intimacy with God"

On the former interpretation, commentators rejecting

the Davidic authorship base much of their argument*
; but even

if we take the phrase literally, it is quite possible to refer

it to the tabernacle, and not the temple. But we prefer the second

alternative, for figurative language is far more natural in this

^salm as the thought rises climacticslly from communion with God

on earth to more intimate communion in heaven. Anticlimactic

and cold is the dismissal of the phrase as referring only to the

frequenting of the sanctuary.

1. See Briggs, p. 212, for a long list of references in which

7\ ^ -pi a 3V
,

»2L seems to refer to the temple.
\}S'

2. See Hengstenberg, p. 221, for an analysis of the figurative

usage of this phrase in the Psalms.

jirytUJU]
.

__ Uu At*-* /Lj]-y*^s
^

w, —J *Ui -r
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trrp
T
T5S? If ^is is parallel to "all the days of my life", "hich

is quite possible, the expression "house of Yahweh" may refer in

a broad way to the tabernacle, (Cf. Ps . 27:4). David does not

wish to live his life in the tabernacle, but rather desires to

spend his time in holy occupations. But without being dogmatic,

we prefer to interpret this "unto length of days” as indefinite,

pointing to eternal communion with God. With this sublime

thought, the Psalm fittingly closes.

- ****_



THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD

An Exposition of the Twenty- Third Psalm

Let me read you the most beautiful poem ever written,

at least the best-loved poem in the world.

The Lord is my shepherd;
I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
He leadeth me beside the still waters;
He restoreth my soul.

He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness
For his name 1 s sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow

of death,
I will fear no evil:
For thou art with me;
Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.

Thou preparest a table before me in the presence
of mire enemies:

Thou sno intest my head with oil;
My cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the

days of my life.
And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.

Thwt poem is a song of David, king of all Israel. As

he comes to the close of a long and good life, his heart overflows

with gratitude for God's loving care ovar him. He is old, perhaps

a little tired

—

"The praise of the rest, which the Lord imparts, lets us see

in the Psalmist a weary pilgrim; the thanksgiving for re-
freshment shows us one worn out; the exoression, "When I

walk through the valley of the shadow...", brings before us
one who had already had experience of the dark ways of
suffering" (Hengstenberg)

Yes, he is old and tired, but his heart is glad within him and
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he sings a song of the goodness and kindness of the Lord his

Shepherd

.

"The Lord is my shepherd". When David wants to picture

peace and security and perfect trust, he thinks not of his strong

palace and his mighty men guarding him, but of the days when he

was a boy in bethlehem guarding his father’s flocks. This is the

most beautiful of all the pictures of God given to us in the Old

Testament. He is not only The Lord of Hosts and of War, the

Mighty Creator of heaven and earth, the Avenger, the Most High;

he is the Good Shepherd who "gathers the lambs in his arms, and

carries them in his bosom, end gently leads those that are with

young."

M
I shall not want". The untroubled confidence of the

Psalmist follows naturally from the truth he has just expressed.

If God is his Shepherd he will be provided for. And his confidence

is based on his own experience as w*ll, for the ter*e of th*

verb is the present of habitual experience. The Lord has always

been his shepherd, end always will be; he has always been cared

for and faces the future unafraid.

"He m&keth me to lie down in green pastures". Now

David describes his security in a series of beautiful pictures

drawn from the life of the flock. First, the shepherd leads them

out of the burning heat of the noon sun to the shade and rest of

a green pasture. And there they find more than rest, for the

resting place is a "pasture of tender grass", fresh, young srrass-

shoots so much loved by the flock
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"He leadeth me beside the still waters", or better,

"to waters of rest he leads me". In the quiet waters of the

brook as it flows gently through the deep, shaded valley the

thirsty flock finds refreshment and quietness. The waters of

the resting-place are waters of quietness. It is an appealing

picture. The shepherd leads, the flock, he does not drive them,

and he brings them to green grass and cool water and sweet rest,

and there he makes them lie.

"He restoreth my soul". Strengthened by their repast,

refreshed and cooled by the water and the rest, the flock is

restored to life and strength. Even so the Psalmist has found

again and again new strength for the day, new life for his soul

in the tender care of the Good Shepherd.

Now the scene changes. Life is not all rest, and peace,

and quiet; we cannot withdraw from the world and its dangers. But

even as the shepherd guides his flock along right paths, and pro-

tects them from the dangers of the dark ravines; so the Lord keeps

his own in paths of righteousness, and comforts them in the valley

of the shadow.

"He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his

name’s sake". Ont on the road again goes the little flock, and

they need not fear that they will lose their way in the hills, for

the shepherd knows the road, he will keep them in right paths.

The Psalmist sneaks from his heart here, for he has strayed from

paths of righteousness, and repented deeply, and always the Good

Shepherd has brought him home. And he sees beyond himself to the

eternal purposes of God in his dealings with men. Not for any good
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in David, but for his own glory has the Lord saved him.

"Yea though I walk through the valley of the shadow

of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me: thy rod

and thy staff they comfort me." There are greater dangers than

straying from the road. Down in the dark wadys' though which the

path winds are the lairs of wild beasts, the caves of robbers,

but the shepherd is with his flock, in his hand is a great oaken

club, the rod, protection enough against lion or bandit; and as

they climb the steep walls of the ravine the shepherd now leans

on his staff, now uses it to help some straying lamb through the

gloom.

Perhaps the Psalmist is thinking of the shadows of

death, for he is growing old; but I do not think so. I think rather

that he is looking back to the dark valleys of his life--valleys

of suffering, the years he fled before King Saul; valleys of sorrow,

the death of his son, Absalom, and the sorrows of his sins. But

through them all the comforting presence of the Good Shepherd geve

him confidence. The Lord is a comfort, and a light in dark places.

Again the scene changes. The old king rouses himself

from the dreams of his youth, and remembers the protecting goodness

of God in the days when he was fighting as King of Israel. He

pictures himself surrounded by enemies, but so protected by the

presence of God, that he could sit down and feast in their very

sight on the good things provided by the hand of the Lord. And

as his heart is stirred, he looks ahead to days without end spent

in the glad presence of his God.
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"thou preparest a table before me in the presence of

mine enemies: thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth

over.” The picture is that of a banquet spread out on tables of

leather hides on the field of battle. The armies surrounding him

are powerless against him, for he is the guest of the divine Host,

who is now under the obligations of Oriental hospitality to pro-

tect him.

"That the guest is inviolable is one of the first

principles of Arab hospitality. To be saj^e, the stranger

needs out enter the tent, or only touch a tent rope; then

even if he be an enemy, no hand will be raised against

him.*' They may st»nd at the tent door and glare in upon

him; but within the tent his protection is guaranteed by

his divine Host." (McFadyen)

Here he not only finds protection; he is welcomed with

all the signs of festivity and welcome: his head is anointed with

oil, and his cup filled to overflowing. When God supplies our

needs, he gives us more than enough.

"Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the

days of my life; and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for

ever." The protecting goodness and loving-kindness of God not

only is given to him while he is in the tent of the Host; it follows,

it pursues him, all his life. Like two guardian angels God's

goodness and loving-kindness pursue^ him "down the nights and

down the days.... down the arches of the years down the labyrinth-

ine ways of his own mind..."
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And now as the song reaches its climax, the

thoughts of the king leave the earth and soar up to heaven

aBl he looks ahead in glad expectation to the life of perfect

bliss beyond the grave, a life of perfect intimacy with his

Shepherd and Host, the Lord, the God of all. "I shall dwell

in the house of the Lord unto length of days."
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